Keith & East Locality Project
Initial Agreement options appraisal workshop
Workshop report
A comprehensive range of stakeholders contributed to the options appraisal
workshop held at the Alexander Graham Bell Centre, Moray College UHI, on 5
December 2019.
Susan Pellegrom, Project Manager, presented an overview of the Keith & East
Locality Project to replace the current Keith Health Centre and provide improved
facilities and additional services in the locality to support population needs.
Work is progressing to develop the Initial Agreement (IA). This is the first of three
documents required to be prepared as part of the Scottish Capital Investment
Manual (SCIM) business case process for all infrastructure and investment projects
within NHS Scotland.
The main purpose of the IA is to confirm the need for change and demonstrate why
the proposal is a good thing to do by setting out investment objectives/benefits to be
achieved, an assessment of proposed strategic/service solutions and the
identification of a preferred solution or “way forward”.
51 people registered for the workshop and delegates were supported by facilitators
through the process of the options appraisal towards identifying a preferred option
for the new health and social care facility in Keith.
The first part of the programme involved delegates sense checking earlier
stakeholder engagement on what is required by the locality. The strengths and
weaknesses of six key themes – replacement health centre; community hub; beds;
community elective care; access and transport; health and wellbeing – were
discussed and comments gathered.
The second part of the workshop invited delegates to carry out a soft scoring
exercise against a long list of options.
The output of both workshop sessions is presented on the following pages.
Thanks go to all who attended and worked together to share their knowledge, skills
and experiences in support of the project.
Further information is available at the project section on the Health & Social Care
Moray website: http://hscmoray.co.uk/keith--east-locality-project.html

Session 1 key:









Strength or positive

+

Loss of co-location of
health centre, hospital
and minor injury unit
Sustainability of town
centre pharmacies if
included

Weakness or negative




+ Improved
physical
environment
- Negative
impact on
existing
services

Not future-proofed
- Limited
Not aspirational
adaptability
for change
Would not
demonstrate desire for
partnership working



-

Lowest cost

Additional considerations

Current facilities not fit for purpose
Backlog of maintenance issues

+ Improved
experience





Trusted space
Improved patient
experience
Better working
environment for staff
which supports
recruitment and
retention

REPLACEMENT
HEALTH CENTRE
+ Improved
integrated
working

+ Finance

+ Improved
education
and learning
facilities






Greater potential for
multi-disciplinary team
working

Enhanced opportunities for joint
training
Training practice to support
recruitment
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+

Strength or positive

-

Weakness or negative




Greater co-location
Enhanced multi-disciplinary working

+ Improved
integrated
working


Lack of
confidentiality in
multi-use building

Additional considerations



+
Improved
experience

- Shared
environment




Convenient one-stop
shop for patients
Social/social enterprise
areas
Community use options

COMMUNITY
HUB


Potential to reduce
trade for existing
businesses and
community facilities

+ Improved
education
and learning
facilities

- Impact on
existing
services

+ Greater
partnership
working







Training practice to
support recruitment and
retention

Enhanced multi-agency working across
all sectors
Reduced duplication of infrastructure
Flexible, multi-use spaces
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+

Strength or positive

-

Weakness or negative


+ Increased
range of
options
locally



Clear eligibility criteria
required
Management of
professional and
community expectations



- Lack of
clarity of
purpose

Additional considerations

Intermediate care beds locally for those
who don’t require an acute admission
Day case in-patient beds

End of life
care



Supports patient choice to
remain in their community
close to family




Care homes are businesses
Opportunity for step-up/stepdown beds
Increasing requirement for
nursing care

BEDS


Resource required
to prevent
admission and
support safe
discharge

- Lack of
resources

Care homes

- Impact on
existing
servicesand
facilities





Continuing need for service currently
provided in Turner Hospital
Closure of community hospital
Future of minor injury unit
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+

Strength or positive

Weakness or negative

-








Challenge of sourcing
staff with the appropriate
training to deliver elective
care from Keith

Commercial
sponsorship of facilities
Private use of facilities
as an income
generation stream



+ Improve
access to and
range of
modernised
services




Reduced travel time, cost and
environmental impact
Opportunities for early intervention
Improved links with primary and community
care

- Lack of
resources

+ Increased
opportunities
for
partnership
working

Attractive career opportunities
and working environment

Additional considerations

+ Improved
access to
diagnostic
services and
treatment



Local offer of testing
and treatment
currently provided
at Dr Gray’s or ARI

COMMUNITY
ELECTIVE
CARE
+ Better use
of technology

+ Improved
recruitment
and retention

+ Improved
space
utilisation and
enhanced
adaptability
for future
change







Consultations
via video link

Dynamic, flexible building
to meet changing needs
and growing demand
Opportunity to design
services which meet
needs, not to fit buildings
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+

Strength or positive

-

Weakness or negative


+ Reduction
in journeys





Location out of centre of
town
Lack of individual
transport options
Transport limited by
time and demand



Additional considerations

Opportunity for multiple appointments in
one-stop shop will reduce multiple journeys
Local service delivery will reduce long
distance journeys


- Access

ACCESS AND
TRANSPORT

+ Location


+
Opportunities
for
partnership
working





Opportunities to
establish new
routes into town
and train station
Excellent location
on A96

Transport plan to include all
stakeholders/transport providers
Use of technology/apps for a transport
booking system
Community/volunteer schemes
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+

Strength or positive

-

Weakness or negative

+ Improved
space
utilisation and
enhanced
adaptability for
future change

Additional considerations





Centre for wellness
Social enterprises
Multi-purpose rooms/spaces made
available to the community

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING





Sport and leisure facilities
already exist in community
Space for community use in
other buildings
Viability of commercial
enterprises put at risk

- Duplication
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Session 2 – soft scoring

Session 2 - Soft scoring
Workshop participants were asked to soft score 5 options against a range of
proposed objectives.
A total of 37 scoring papers were completed.
Charts below detail the scoring for each option.

Additional Comments:
‘Not a clear understanding of community hospital. If we are consulting with
stakeholders and public then we need to be clear what the implications are of
each option. I feel that the options don’t provide the full picture and is misleading.
Needs to be clear on each option so stakeholders are not led down a certain
path.’
‘From conversations at previous workshop it was clear that staff and public
thought that the hospital would remain as is due to it not being mentioned.’
‘Option 2, 3 and 4 should also state community hospital beds remain. Options
appear incremental yet community beds only mentioned in option 1 and 5.’
‘Need to have definition of elective community care’
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Option 1 – Do nothing. Keith Health Centre and Community Hospital remain as is.
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Not Met

Not Enough Information
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Option 2 – Minimum. Health Centre Replacement with space for multidisciplinary
team and training / education facility.
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Not Enough Information
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Option 3 – Intermediate. Health Centre replacement with Community Hub – Social
Work, Social Security Scotland, Pharmacy, Health & Wellbeing, Police, Commercial /
Social Enterprise and training / education facility.
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Fully Met
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Not Enough Information
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Option 4 – Intermediate. Health Centre replacement with Community Hub and
Community Elective Care and training / education facility.
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Option 5 – Maximum. Health Centre replacement with Community Hub,
Community Elective Care centre, 24hr beds and training / education facility.
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5
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Fully Met
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Not Met

Not Enough Information
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Delegates attended from:



















Hospital management
Nursing
Property planning
District nursing
Commissioning
Hospital transport
Health intelligence
Workforce
Pharmacy
Podiatry
Occupational therapy
General Medical Services
Third Sector
Health visiting
School nursing
Social work
Patients
Unpaid carers


















Infrastructure programme
Direct payments
Radiology
Dietetics
Scottish Ambulance Service
Care homes
Hospital discharge
Community hospitals
Speech and language
Mental health
Healthcare planning
Elected member
Trade unions
Finance
Community learning and
development
Communication and
engagement
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